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Personal Profile:!!
Graduate of International Business Management who has the right skills, experiences, knowledge, 
and desire to be an effective Project, Operations, and Marketing manager; has international 
experience and knowledge brought about by studying and working in various cities in Asia, the 
Middle East, and the UK; has expert business research, analysis, and strategy skills; has practical 
knowledge of managing websites and writing articles!!
Education:!!
BA (Hons) International Business Management - 2:1!
Northumbria University, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK (2014- 2015)!
- Wrote a dissertation on the Effective use of Social Media Marketing in the Global Sport Industry, 

gaining knowledge of tools such as PPC, SEO, and Analytics, while formulating best practice 
strategies in Digital Relationship Marketing!

- Acquired thorough understanding of research and analysis tools to aid in understanding 
situations and trends in industries, countries, markets, and companies in various sectors through 
tasks in Operations, Project, and Strategic Management!

- Demonstrated leadership and team skills by leading multinational presentation and business 
research teams to distinction marks, gaining better understanding of communication and 
interaction with people of various cultural backgrounds!

- Member of the Asian Society Basketball team, representing the University across the UK!!
NCC UK International Diploma in Business Levels 4 and 5!
Business Technology Education Centre, Abu Dhabi, UAE (2011-2013!
- Global Roll of Honour Awardee 2012 and 2013, for being amongst the Top 10% of 

approximately 200,000 students across 45 countries who took the program !!
Diploma (Distinctions) in Business (O and A Levels), Cambridge International Examinations!
Business Technology Education Centre, Abu Dhabi, UAE (2009 - 2011)!
- Created an Business Plan of a start-up Tennis Academy, developing entrepreneurial skills!!
Other Related Skills and Knowledge:!!
Expert Oral and Written Communication Skills in English!
- Writes articles regarding various business-related matters and posting them on LinkedIn!
- Manages a personal CV Website accessible via Scanning the QR code on this CV or by going to 

colingarcia.wix.com/hello!
- Excellent skills in conducting presentations to huge audiences and clients, having experienced 

preparing and conducting marketing and tourism presentations in various events in the UAE!!
Excellent Business Analysis Skills!
- Very passionate towards updating knowledge and insights on current International Business 

trends and issues, and in various sectors!
- Can demonstrate expert knowledge in applying research and analysis frameworks to effectively 

formulate and execute business strategies and decisions!!
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Employment and Volunteering History:!!
Student Recruitment and Field and Telephone Marketing Intern!
Business Technology Education Centre - Abu Dhabi, UAE (February - April 2013)!!
- Undertook a special three-month training program from my Home University, and it provided me 

with opportunities to perform and enhance knowledge in Administrative and Marketing activities!
- Successfully fulfilled role by demonstrating excellent Market knowledge, face-to-face and 

telephone communication, field presentations around the country, and negotiation skills, leading 
to approximately a 30% increase in international student admission the following intake!

- Represented and promoted the institute in educational fairs and visits to different schools across 
the country through conducting speeches and Q&A sessions!

- Showed commitment to role by extensively discussing with parents the advantages of sending 
their children to an International Educational Institute, using facts and personal experiences!

- Created a customer and potential customer database to aid my University’s Marketing plan!!
Product Salesperson - Temporary Full-Time !
World Remit - London, UK (July 2014); LG Mobile - Dubai, UAE (June 2011); Panasonic Camera - 
Abu Dhabi, UAE (October - December 2010); Sony PlayStation - Abu Dhabi, UAE (August - 
September 2010)!!
- Demonstrated strong communication and listening skills through building customer relationships 

in a professional and friendly manner ensuring that high levels of service were provided!
- Maximised sales opportunities by cross selling and up selling additional complementary 

products to add value!
- Worked effectively with members of the sales team to achieve sales targets!
- Created comprehensive weekly sales summaries to be reported to Merchandising Department 

to aid them in Marketing and Stocking decisions!!
Conferences and Seminars Attended:!!
APM Conference 2015 - Association of Project Management, London - March 19, 2015!
- Gained advanced Knowledge attending the APM Conference, which centred on breaking down 

Myths in Project Management, with speakers such as renowned Sports Author and Columnist 
Matthew Syed and Author Dr. Ben Goldacre!

- Created contacts with CEOs and Top Project Managers of various multinational companies 
based in London!

- Personally approached and asked specific questions and advice from expert Guest Speakers, 
acquiring more knowledge and expert insights!!

CCP Ltd. - Newcastle upon Tyne - January - February 2015!
- Underwent extensive training in conducting individual and group presentations, facilitating group 

discussions, and answering interviews!
- Successfully prepared and performed Individual and Group Presentations in front of managers 

of companies such as Barclays, Tesco, and McDonalds!!
Hobbies and Interests:!!
- Recreational Basketball and Tennis player!
- Vinyl Records Collector and Beginner Saxophonist!
- Attending Business and Social Networking events to increase business contacts and explore 

new learning opportunities


